RhmO. -On a ktudik I'effet d'agglomkration sur la distribution atomique dans les alliages binaires cfc par une methode de Monte Carlo. I1 apparait que la fonction PtA(n) (probabilitk pour irouver n atomes de'type A premiers voisins d'un atome A ) est influenck par I'agglomeration chim'ique et subit un fort accroissement pour les valeurs elevks de n. Enfin le nombre des seconds voisins est fonction du nombre des premiers voisins en cas d'agglomkration chimique. La distribution des moments gkants a pu ainsi &tre approximativement determink. L'effet d'agglomkration chimique sur cette distribution des moments geants est tr&s fort. Ces rksultats sont en bon accord avec ceux d'une etude de la distribution des moments magnktiques dans un alliage Cu-Ni par mesure des intensitks diffuses de neutrons non polarisks.
Abstract. - Computer simulations have been carried out in order to investigate the effect of chemical clustering on the atomic distribution in fcc binary alloys. Interesting features are a clustering dependent change of the shape of the function PtA(n), which describes the probability of finding n atoms A in the first shell around an atom A, a strong enhancement of PfA(n) for large n and a clustering dependent coupling between the occupation of the first and the second shell. Also an approximate frequency distribution for the moments of giant magnetic clusters could be derived. The shape of this frequency distribution appeared to be strongly dependent on chemical clustering. The results agree fairly well with those of a diffuse magnetic scattering study with unpolarized neutrons for the magnetic moment distribution in Cu-Ni.
Introduction. -In an ideal solid solution A, B , -, the probability of finding n atoms A at a distance ri from an atom A or B is given by a binomial distribution where Zi is the co-ordination number for shell i and x the concentration of component A. The average conditional probability of finding an atom A at a certain distance from another atom is x, independent of the distance and the occupation of the central site. However, when ordering or clustering interatomic interactions are present, the binomial can no longer be applied. The conditional probability Pp of finding an atom A at the lattice site j when site i is occupied by an,atom B can be determined from the diffuse scattering of X-rays or thermal neutrons. This can be used to reconstruct the frequency distribution P"(n) of the probability of finding n atoms A at a distance ri from an atom B. Two methods can be used : i) analytical models, based upon the use of the grand partition function, taking into account the effective interatomic interactions between the various kinds of atoms, and ii) computer experimentes, which simulate the microscopic atomic distributions corresponding to experimentally determined two-particle correlations.
The probability variation method, PVM, developed by Clapp [l , 2] , is an example of an advanced analytical method. He gives very detailed information about all possible atomic configurations, assuming that only pairwise interactions play a role. This assumption is not valid, at least not in Cu-Ni, where the amount of clustering is not symmetric with respect to the equiatomic composition [3, 41 . Therefore, without corrections for effects from many-particle interactions, such a detailed analysis is not justified. However, the shell distribution function will be correct, since for this only efective pairwise interaction potentials are needed.
The analytical methods, however, are limited to small cluster sizes, since the number of possible configurations increases very rapidly with the number of atoms in the cluster. In order to predict atomic configurations which involve 50 or 100 atoms, computer experiments can be carried out to simulate microscopic distributions with the desired average properties. An important draw-back of these simulations with respect to analytical methods is that they reveal only instantaneous pictures of the atomic distribution, including its fluctuations. These can be fairly large due to the limited number of atoms that can be used in these experiments. Some computer experiments, like that by Gehlen and Cohen [5] do not use effective interatomic interactions for redistributing the atoms. Here the atoms are interchanged under the restriction of converging to a fixed set of two-particle correlations. More sophisticated computer experiments use effective interatomic interactions. The relation with real systems is that the correlations found experimentally can be used as input data for various theoretical models [6-81 to provide the interaction data needed for the simulations. A good check on the reliability of the procedure is that the computer experiments should provide pair correlations that agree with the original experimental ones. We also will present some results obtained from computer simulations for Cu-Ni. Some of the results will be compared with those of a diffuse magnetic scattering study with unpolarized neutrons for the magnetic moment distribution in Cu-Ni.
Computer model and results. -A detailed description of the method that has been used is given elsewhere [9] . Here only a short description of the essential features will be presented. The computational system consists of a fcc crystal with 4 000 lattice sites. One of these sites is a vacancy, while the remaining 3 999 are filled randomly with A or B atoms according to the required composition. Then the vacancy is made to diffuse through the lattice in the following way : i) only nearest neighbours can jump into the vacancy, and ii) the choice between these 12 candidates is made according to a Monte Carlo procedure, taking into account the local energy of the various atoms, the saddlepoint energies and the temperature. The model thus allows for the possibility of unequal diffusion coefficients. The same model has been used by Bakker et al. [lo] for the determination of diffusion correlation factors in bcc systems. This method is to be preferred over the atom-interchange mechanism [ll-131, since the kinetics of the clustering process is approximated in a more realistic way.
We will restrict our discussions to the results obtained for Cuo~,,,Nio~,,, since after the work by ' Mozer et al. . The sets of a, of Mozer et a/. and of our simulation at 400 OC differ, due to the difficulty of our system to produce a specific set of a,. The maximum of *~;'*'(n) shifts gradually from n -5.6 for the random situation to n -,7.1 for a, = 0.155, while the height of this maximum is not affected. This is quite different for the results of our computer simulations. The maximum also shifts towards higher values of n with increasing clustering, but decreases simultaneously. Also the tails of the distribution function increase much stronger than those of the modified binomial with increasing clustering, especially the Ni-rich one. The results obtained by Clapp also show a strong enhancement at the Ni-rich tail. These enhancement factors are smaller than those of our corresponding simulation, which probably is a systematic effect, due to the physical shape and size of the chosen cluster. The deviations from the modified binomial *BFNi(n) are Effect of the occupation of tlrejrst shell around a Ni atom on the Ni content of the subsequent shells for a nearly random distribution and for a clustered state due to the fact that this relation is correct only for simple cubic and bcc lattices and for nearest neighbour interactions only. Its use for an fcc lattice and for interactions of longer range than the first shell leads to an underestimation of the tail effects. It is interesting to compare the results of Cohen with ours. However, in that case also the difference in u1 should be accounted for, which increases the differences in the tail effects even more. A second result of our simulations is that the probability to find a Ni atom in the second and subsequent shells around a Ni atom is influenced strongly by the occupation of the first shell. The probability ~:'~'(n),(m) of finding m Ni atoms in shell 1 and n Ni atoms in shell 2 when the central site is occupied by a Ni atom is given in table 11, both for a nearly random distribution (a, = 0.022) and for a clustered state (al = 0.1 12). This coupling is effective beyond the second shell. This supports the explanation for effects in specific heat, electrical resistivity and magnetism in Cu-Ni in terms of giant magnetic clusters in these alloys.
Magnetic diiuse scattering results. -As an example of the application of these results we will discuss the effect of clustering upon the magnetic moment distribution in Cu-Ni investigated by diffuse magnetic scattering of unpolarized thermal neutrons. For Cu ,.,,, Ni ,,,,,, annealed for 144 hours at 375 OC, the differential magnetic diffuse scattering cross section is given in figure 1 [21] . The scattering pattern of this equilibrium state, similar to that of the same sample quenched from 700OC. shows a pronounced small angle scattering that cannot be described by Marshall [23] . An inverse Lorentz plot of the cross section data gave 67 f 5 and 46 + 4 mb/(sr at.) for the extrapolation of doldS2 at u = 0 for the annealed and the quenched state, respectively. Assuming that giant magnetic clusters occur at this composition and that these clusters are uncorrelated in space, the differential magnetic diffuse scattering cross section can be written as gives for da/dQ at K = 0.15 and 69 mb/(sr at.) and for the magnetic moment per atom is found 0.045 and 0.079 p, for the nearly random and for the annealed specimen, respectively. Linear interpolation of these data with respect to a, gives for the corresponding quantities of the specimen quenched from 700 O C 50 mb/(sr at.) and 0.069 p,, respectively. This is in good agreement with our experimental value of 46 + 4 mb/(sr at.) and with < p ) = 0.051 p,,
given by Medina and Cable [25] .
